Barrett's Oesophagus (BO) to oesophageal or colorectal cancer, are performed by visual assessment via an endoscopic examination followed by necessary biopsies. Patients diagnosed with oesophageal cancer or with BO 1 undergo periodic endoscopic examinations. During these procedures the oesophageal tissue is examined under endoscopic guidance and biopsies are acquired from suspicious regions. In the current procedure, follow-up of the disease is achieved by periodic surveillance endoscopies in 3-4 months intervals. In these surveillance endoscopies, biopsies are acquired from the same sites as in the first screening examination in order to compare the histological diagnosis.
Recently, a new technology called probe-based confocal laser endomicroscopy (pCLE) became available which allows for the in vivo visualization of the tissue at a cellular level. A fibered confocal microprobe is inserted through the instrument channel of a standard endoscope (Fig. 1 ). In contact with the tissue, pCLE visualizes the tissue at a microscopic scale allowing for "optical biopsies." Due to its noninvasive nature, the real-time and in vivo feedback, pCLE provides significant advantages over the conventional biopsy. High agreement between the results of optical biopsy and conventional histopathology suggest that pCLE will be increasingly used in daily clinical routine [2] , [3] .
Besides these advantages, introduction of pCLE into the workflow of endoscopic procedures also induces new challenges. The interpretation of the optical biopsies for in vivo diagnosis is a new concept for the endoscopic experts. In [4] [5] [6] , André et al. present image and video retrieval methods for pCLE in order to support the endoscopic expert in establishing an in vivo diagnosis. A system to facilitate the training for in vivo diagnosis based on optical biopsies has also been investigated in [7] . A further challenge introduced by pCLE is the retargeting of previous optical biopsy sites. In contrast to the conventional biopsy, the noninvasive optical biopsies do not leave any scar on the tissue which was being used as landmarks by the endoscopic experts for recognizing previous biopsy sites in surveillance examinations. Several approaches have been proposed for point-based relocalization of the fibered confocal microprobe within an endoscopic frame [8] [9] [10] . Allain et al. present a method for probe relocalization based on the epipolar geometry between endoscopic frames [8] , [9] . Mountney et al. propose introducing simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) framework in order to create a 3-D model of the tissue surface and to provide an augmented view for re-localization of the optical probe [10] . In a previous study, we presented a deformable wide-baseline matching method that provides point correspondences between the current endoscopic view and previous optical biopsy locations [11] . In this work, we introduce an endoscopic clustering-classification framework to assist the expert in retargeting the optical biopsy sites. Complementary to the point-based re-localization methods [8] [9] [10] [11] , our framework aims at identifying the frames of a surveillance endoscopy with matching scenes from the previously performed diagnostic endoscopy.
Particular conditions of upper GI-endoscopic videos introduce several challenges into the clustering and classification tasks. Firstly, endoscopic videos suffer from a large number of uninformative frames such as blurry frames due to fast motion or out of focus imaging of the endoscope, frames filled with bubbles caused by the turbuid fluid inside the oesophagus and frames with large specular reflexions [ Fig. 2 (c)-(f)]. Presence of these uninformative frames leads to poor classification performance. In the literature, detection of uninformative frames has been studied for several endoscopic procedures such as capsule endoscopy [12] [13] [14] , colonoscopy [15] , [16] . Main focus of these studies is on defining specific features such as color or texture in order to detect uninformative frames within an endoscopic video. We address this challenge, by clustering the informative and uninformative frames of upper GI-endoscopic videos and allowing the expert to easily choose the frames (clusters) for further processing [ Fig. 3(a)-(d) ].
In endoscopic image classification, the focus is mainly directed towards computer aided diagnosis of polyps [17] [18] [19] and tumors [20] or detection of endoscopic lesions [21] [22] [23] . Recently, video summarization using representative frame extraction has also been investigated for wireless capsule endoscopy [14] , [24] .
In our work, we address the clustering of the informative frames into different patient specific endoscopic segments (PSESs) and then the identification of a new endoscopic frame with one of the PSESs via classification. A PSES is a group of informative frames showing the same scene (part of the oesophagus) in the diagnostic endoscopy. Each PSES is represented by the set of all frames belonging to one cluster and no particular representative frame is chosen as performed in endoscopic video summary approaches. In this way, each PSES contains the frames showing the same segment of the oesophagus from different viewpoints of the endoscope.
The second difficulty in these clustering and classification tasks lies in the large visual variability within the same endoscopic segment and relatively small visual differences between different segments in upper GI-endoscopic videos as illustrated in [ Fig. 2 (g)-(i)]. To address this problem, we introduce a novel representation of endoscopic videos. This new representation, called "endoscopic video manifolds" (EVMs) and explored previously in our study [25] , is created by learning the low dimensional manifold of an endoscopic video.
Our proposed framework involves offline (postprocedural) processingofthe endoscopic videoacquiredduringthe diagnostic endoscopy in order to define PSESs and online (intra-procedural) classification of new frames acquired during the surveillance endoscopy as belonging to one of these predefined segments. As the first clustering step of the offline processing, frames of the diagnostic endoscopic video are clustered into informative and uninformative clusters on a suitably designed EVM [ Fig. 3 (a) and (b)]. To this end, a new similarity measure based on the power spectra of the frames is introduced which emphasizes the difference between informative and uninformative frames. Then, labelling of the informative clusters is performed by the endoscopic expert [ Fig. 3(c) and (d) ]. In the second postprocedural step, the PSESs are defined by clustering frames of the informative clusters only in a new EVM representation [ Fig. 3 (e) and (f)]. Thus, the definition of PSESs is based on two different clustering steps; i.e., first, clustering of informative/uninformative frames, and second, clustering of different endoscopic scenes. Each of these two clustering steps is performed in an unsupervised manner. However, between the two clustering steps, it is the endoscopic expert who determines the informative and uninformative clusters [ Fig. 3(c) ]. Finally, a new surveillance endoscopic frame is projected into the low dimensional space and classified as belonging to one of the PSESs [ Fig. 3 
The technical contribution of this work is twofold. Firstly, we introduce a new representation of endoscopic videos, namely the EVMs, which facilitates the clustering and classification tasks. For each clustering task; i.e., clustering of uninformative frames and clustering of endoscopic segments, a suitably designed EVM is created. Due to the particular scheme of the used manifold learning framework, the manifold structure is easily adapted to the addressed task by defining different similarity measures between data points. Secondly, we introduce two similarity measures into the manifold learning framework; i.e., energy histogram similarity leading to an EVM representation that allows for clustering uninformative frames of an endoscopic video, and normalized cross correlation resulting in an EVM where different endoscopic scenes are efficiently clustered to define the PSESs. Effectiveness of the introduced representation is demonstrated with quantitative evaluation performed for each step as well as for the overall framework. In our experiments, we demonstrate that the created EVM representation not only leads to a dimensionality reduction of the endoscopic data but also yields more accurate clustering and classification results compared to the original image representation. From the medical point of view, we propose a clustering-classification framework for assisting the endoscopic expert in retargeting previous optical biopsy sites during surveillance upper GI-endoscopic procedures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a short introduction to the theoretical background on manifold learning. Section III presents an overview of the proposed manifold learning framework, whereas its application for each of the addressed tasks are explained in Sections IV-VI. The experiments for each part and for the overall framework are demonstrated in Section VII and a final discussion and conclusion are presented in Section VIII.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Several medical datasets with smooth variation between individual data points, for instance the frames of a upper GI-endoscopic video, do not span the entire high dimensional image space but lie on or near a lower dimensional manifold. Nonlinear manifold learning methods seek to find a low dimensional representation of such datasets while preserving their local structure. Since the early development of nonlinear dimensionality reduction [26] [27] [28] [29] , manifold learning methods have been successfully applied to several medical applications [25] , [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . A comprehensive review of existing manifold learning techniques can be found in [43] [44] [45] . These nonlinear manifold learning methods approximate the low dimensional manifold, which the data lies on, using a graph structure and compute the mapping of each data point from the high dimensional input space to a low dimensional space. Different techniques in the literature, differ in their approach for computing this nonlinear mapping from the high to the low dimensional spaces. Spectral methods such as the Laplacian Eigenmaps applied to compute the EVMs, approximate the manifold with a neighborhood graph created by connecting each data point with its -nearest neighbors according to some similarity measure. The graph can be represented by a matrix and the mapping from the high to low dimensional space is obtained based on the eigenvectors of this matrix. In fact, changing the pairwise similarities between the data points, also changes the neighborhood graph and thus the structure of the approximated manifold. Therefore, by introducing two new similarity measures; i.e., energy histogram similarity and normalized cross correlation , we adapt the structure of the manifold to each of the two addressed clustering tasks.
Let the pairwise similarities be represented with a matrix , where each element denotes the measured similarity be-tween the th and th data point. If the similarities are defined by a metric measure, they give rise to a symmetric positive definite matrix . In this study, we explore different metric measures for defining the structure of the EVMs.
III. CREATING ENDOSCOPIC VIDEO MANIFOLDS
Image classification and retrieval for large databases has been intensively studied for computer vision applications (examples are [46] [47] [48] [49] ). The set of images in these large databases spans a very high dimensional image space. If an image is considered as a data point in the high dimensional input space , where and are the width and height of the image, respectively, then the set of all possible images spans a dimensional space. In our case, however, due to the temporal continuity of the endoscopic video, and therefore the large similarity between frames showing the same location, the frames of an endoscopic video do not span this high dimensional space completely but lie on or near a low dimensional manifold. Thus, the intrinsic dimensionality of the endoscopic data is much smaller than the number of degrees-of-freedom (DoF) in the original high dimensional representation . To recover the corresponding low dimensional representation, nonlinear manifold learning methods such as [26] [27] [28] [29] can be used. These methods rely on a nonlinear map to embed the high dimensional data into a low dimensional space. In the presence of complex nonlinear relations between data points (in our framework between endoscopic frames), these methods provide an important tool for dimensionality reduction [44] , [45] . In this work, we compute this low dimensional EVM with the following steps.
Step 1) Defining the similarities between the data points.
Step 2) Constructing the adjacency graph.
Step 3) (Optional): Including temporal constraints.
Step 4) Computing the Eigenmaps.
Step 5) Mapping the data to the low dimensional EVM representation.
Step 6) Projecting new data points onto the low dimensional representation. Steps 2, 4, and 5 formulate the Laplacian Eigenmaps method as proposed by Belkin and Niyogi [28] . We introduce the use of two different similarity measures in Step 1 into this framework in order to create well-structured manifolds permitting the clustering informative frames and different endoscopic segments. Furthermore, we provide an optional step (Step 3) that allows for including the temporal constraints.
A. Defining the Similarities
For each pair , of the given data points , first a similarity measure is defined .
determines which images are considered to be similar and therefore kept as neighbors on the manifold. The choice of the similarity measure determines the structure of the manifold and should be designed carefully for each particular application. In the Sections IV-A and V-A we present the similarity measures designed for the addressed clustering tasks.
B. Constructing the Adjacency Matrix
Given the similarity matrix , where the values stand for pairwise similarities between the frames and according to the chosen similarity measure , first, the -nearest neighbors of each data point are computed. Then, the adjacency matrix is created as (1) where is the set of -nearest neighbors of the frame based on the similarity matrix .
In [28] , the authors propose an optional weighting of the edges of an adjacency graph with a heat (Gaussian) kernel for a chosen time parameter . The combinatorial adjacency matrix defined as in (1) corresponds to using a Gaussian kernel weighting with [28] . A manifold created with the combinatorial adjacency matrix respects only the presence/absence of a connection (edge) between two data points (nodes) and does not take into account the strength of the connection (the measure of similarity). This is a desired property in the case of EVMs in order to achieve some degree of invariance to camera viewpoint change. For two endoscopic frames acquired with slightly different camera viewpoints, the measured similarity will be lower than their consecutive frames in the video (however still higher compared to an unrelated scene). The combinatorial adjacency graph ensures that the strength of the connection between these frames will be the same as of the to their consecutive frames. Thus, on the EVM, frames with slightly different endoscope viewpoints will also be closely localized and clustered into the same PSES.
The number of nearest neighbors affects the manifold structure by defining the neighborhood of a frame . This parameter regulates the connectedness of the adjacency graph and is in general estimated empirically. In our experiments (Section VII-A) we provide a performance evaluation of the clustering for different values of the parameter .
C. Including Temporal Constraints
In an endoscopic video, there also exist temporal relations between frames. Due to the continuity of the endoscopic video, temporally related frames can be assumed to belong to the same scene. In our previous study, we investigated the enforcement of temporal relations using a similarity measure based on the optical flow field between two frames [25] . This measure is based on the smoothness of the optical flow field between two temporally related frames and leads to the clustering of sequential frames together as long as the endoscope motion between them is a smooth vector field. This temporal constraint, however, does not allow for clustering temporally distant frames into the same cluster and therefore is not suitable for defining the PSESs. In this work, we present a method for combining the temporal constraints with the visual similarities simply by defining an additional neighborhood based on the temporal order of the frames within the endoscopic video. In order to account for both, the temporal relations as well as visual similarities, the adjacency matrix is defined as (2) In our experiments, we use the same number for defining the visual and the temporal neighborhoods. Enforcing this temporal constraint leads to clustering of temporally close frames even in cases where visual similarities fail to capture their relations. On the other hand, using the visual similarities includes the neighborhood of similar but temporally distant frames and thus allows for grouping frames from different parts of the video together if they lead to high visual similarities. In the rest of the paper we refer to the EVMs with temporal constraints as visual and temporal endoscopic video manifolds (vtEVMs).
D. Computing Laplacian Eigenmaps
After creating the adjacency graph, the graph Laplacian is computed as (3) where represents the diagonal degree matrix with elements
The Laplacian Eigenmaps are determined as the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix . As each of the Laplacian Eigenmaps , with being the dimensionality of the manifold, solves the generalized eigenvalue problem , they minimize the following objective function [28] : (5) where defines the -dimensional representation of the data point .
The eigenvectors are the discrete equivalents of the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator in the continuous domain as applied onto the manifold. Note that using the Laplacian Eigenmaps [28] we compute the value of the eigenfunction at given data points and not the continuous eigenfunctions themselves. This distinction and its effects are discussed in detail in the next section (Section III-F).
E. Endoscopic Video Manifold (EVM) Representation
The -dimensional representation of a frame on the EVM is given by th entries of the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix corresponding to the -smallest eigenvalues (6) Ideally the dimension of the new representation should be chosen to be equal to the intrinsic dimensionality of the data; i.e., to the minimum number of parameters needed in order to capture all relevant information about the data. In spectral nonlinear manifold learning methods, the dimensionality of the manifold is generally estimated based on the spectral gap in the eigenvalues of the corresponding eigenvectors. Although this choice is theoretically motivated, for many practical datasets, the spectrum of the Laplacian matrix exhibits a near to continuous spectrum and does not provide a clear estimation of dimensionality. Therefore, in Sections VII-A1 and VII-B1, we provide an evaluation on the effect of the dimensionality for clustering uninformative frames and PSES, respectively.
F. Projection of New Data Points
The original high dimensional representation of the data; i.e., in dimensional space does not allow for a robust and fast classification due to the curse of dimensionality [50] . Although the dimensionality can be reduced as described in the previous steps with nonlinear manifold learning, these techniques require all data points to be available to compute their low dimensional representation. Unlike linear methods such as PCA, nonlinear manifold learning techniques compute the projections of the data points onto the low dimensional representation without explicitly estimating the mapping function to project the data from the high to the low dimensional space; i.e., the projection of a data point into the low dimensional space is computed as , without explicitly estimating the continuous nonlinear mapping from the high dimensional space into the low dimensional representation . Therefore, the projection of a new data point cannot be easily computed by evaluating the mapping function for an unknown data point . The Locality Preserving Projections (LPP) method [50] estimates the optimal linear mapping from the high to low dimensional representations by optimizing the same objective function as defined in (5) . However, the objective function is solved for the optimal linear transformation instead of solving directly for the low dimensional coordinates.
Let the projection of a high dimensional data point onto the one dimensional line be defined using a linear mapping (7) where denotes the (linear) transformation vector.
Substituting (7) in the objective function given in (5) results in (8) which in turn can be expressed in matrical form (9) where denotes the complete data matrix. Thus, the transformation vector is estimated by the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem (10) For the detailed derivation of (9) and (10) from (8) we refer to [50] . For the classification step, frames of the diagnostic endoscopy and of the new surveillance endoscopy are projected into the low dimensional representation by applying the linear mapping (11) IV. CLUSTERING AND LABELLING UNINFORMATIVE FRAMES The first step of our proposed framework consists of clustering uninformative frames on the accordingly created EVM. Given a diagnostic endoscopic video, its EVM representation is computed as explained in Section III. A novel similarity measure (energy histogram similarity) is introduced, which was first explored in our previous study [25] . This similarity measure emphasizes the difference between an informative and uninformative frame and thus leads to better separation of these two different classes on the created EVM.
A. Energy Histogram Similarity
In order to create an EVM, where the uninformative frames are closely localized, the similarity measure used for manifold learning (Section III) needs to be designed such that it yields a low inter-class similarity between informative and uninformative clusters and a high intra-class similarity within each individual informative or uninformative cluster. To this end, we make use of the information captured in the power spectrum of an image.
In the frequency domain, the energy of an informative frame is more distributed over low and high frequencies [ Fig. 4(a)-(f) ] compared to an uninformative frame whose energy mainly accumulates in low frequencies [ Fig. 4(g)-(l) ]. To create a measure of similarity between the power spectra, first the Fourier transform of an endosopic frame is computed and represented in log-polar coordinates , where is the set of considered frequencies and is the discrete set of orientations. In order to achieve rotation invariance, the 2-D spectrum is integrated over resulting in a dimensional vector , being the number of different frequencies of the discrete Fourier transform (12) To increase the discrimination between informative and uninformative frames, this rotation-invariant spectrum is further discretized into bins (13) and the Engergy Histogram of the frame is defined as the dimensional vector
In Section VII-A1, we evaluate the clustering accuracy of uninformative frames for several values of . Once the rotation-invariant energy histogram of each frame is computed, the similarity between two histograms is measured based on the cosine similarity measure (15) where is the dot product and denotes the norm of the dimensional histogram vector. Due to the dot product formulation, the cosine similarity relies on the angle between the two histogram vectors in the -dimensional space. Thus, the similarity between the two vectors is related to the distribution of the values and not to the absolute values of the vectors. This is an important property as it leads to high similarity between two frames whose spectra have different absolute values but similar distributions, such as two informative (or uninformative) frames showing different locations of the oesophagus. As the distribution of the values will be different for an informative and uninformative frame as shown in Fig. 5 , the energy histogram similarity measure yields a low similarity due to the use of the cosine similarity measure. Thus computing the manifold with the energy histogram similarity measure leads to a representation where the data points are arranged based on their informativeness.
B. Clustering on the EVMs
After evaluating the energy histogram similarity measure on all pairs of frames, EVMs are computed as described in Section III. Then, a -means clustering [51] is performed in the EVM representation. Cluster centres are initialized randomly and 100 trials are performed to ensure a stable clustering. Finally, the resultant clusters are provided to the endoscopic expert, who labels each cluster as informative or uninformative. Further processing to define the PSESs is performed only on the informative frames.
The -means clustering performed on the eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian is also known as spectral clustering [52] . Our method differs from the standard spectral clustering due to the introduction of similarity measures and instead of using the standard Euclidean Distance, which allows us to adapt the EVMs according to different clustering tasks.
V. DEFINING THE PATIENT SPECIFIC ENDOSCOPIC SEGMENTS
In the second step of our framework, a new EVM representation is created using only the labelled informative frames of the diagnostic endoscopy. The goal of this clustering step is to group frames showing the same location in the oesophagus into one PSES. Thus, the similarity measure used to create EVMs must highlight the correlation between the visual appearances of two frames. To this end, we use the normalized cross correlation (NCC) similarity measure to define the neighborhood in the manifold learning framework.
A. NCC Similarity Measure
In the original setting of the Laplacian Eigenmaps method, involved in computing the EVMs, the standard choice of the distance (dissimilarity) measure is the Euclidean distance [28] which is equivalent to the sum of squared distances (SSD). The Euclidean distance is a suitable choice for the general manifold learning framework. However, the fact that our input data is limited to endoscopic frames allows us to define a more specific similarity measure; i.e., NCC. The NCC reveals the correlation between two frames and is invariant to linear changes in intensities as opposite to the standard Euclidean distance. The NCC measure is defined as (16) where , and , denote the mean and standard deviation of the intensity values of images and , respectively.
Computing the NCC between two images is equivalent to evaluating the following inner product kernel on the image vectors: (17) with (18) In this dot product formulation one can also see that the NCC is equal to the cosine similarity measured on normalized vectors. The cosine similarity is defined based on the angle between two vectors and is therefore a metric inducing a topology on the dataset.
B. Clustering on the EVMs
We include the NCC similarity measure into the EVM framework by choosing (Section III) to compute the new low dimensional representation of the informative frames. Then the -means clustering [51] is performed in this representation and each cluster in is defined as one PSES.
VI. CLASSIFYING NEW FRAMES

A. Projection Onto the EVMs
For nonlinear manifold learning techniques, such as [28] , the mapping from the high to the low dimensional space is not readily extendible to new data points. For the Laplacian Eigenmaps method [28] , a linear approximation of this mapping can be computed using the LPP [50] , as derived in Section III-F.
Given the informative frames of the diagnostic endoscopy and a new surveillance endoscopic frame, we first estimate the optimal linear mapping from the high dimensional original data space onto the low dimensional representation as explained in Section III-F. To this end, the transformation matrix is computed by solving (10) . We then project each data point in the training dataset into the low dimensional space using this linear transformation as (19) For the online classification, the new endoscopic frame is projected onto the same low dimensional manifold as and the classification is performed in this low dimensional manifold representation using a NN-classification.
B. Assigning a PSES to a Query Frame
In the final classification, we classify a new frame as informative/uninformative and assign it to a PSES (if informative). To do so, we consider as classes the eliminated uninformative clusters together with the PSESs . Thus, the final set of classes to assign is formed as . To classify a new frame , its NN is found among the frames of the diagnostic endoscopy in the low dimensional representation .
The class of the NN( ) is also assigned to the surveillance endoscopic frame . If one of the eliminated uninformative clusters is assigned to a new frame during this online classification, the frame is also considered to be uninformative. If on the other hand one of the PSESs labels is assigned to a new frame, the frame is considered to belong to that PSESs of the diagnostic endoscopy. Once a PSESs containing an optical biopsy location is assigned to a new surveillance endoscopy frame, the endoscopist can be notified online during the examination. Classification of a new frame into a PSES containing an optical biopsy frame from the diagnostic endoscopy, leads to a frame-level recognition of the previous optical biopsy sites. Once a new endoscopic frame is recognized as containing an optical biopsy location of the diagnostic endoscopy, point-based localization of the optical probe can be achieved by several methods [8] [9] [10] [11] .
VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experiments are conducted on three upper GI narrow-band endoscopic videos consisting of 1834, 3445, and 1546 frames, respectively. The datasets were acquired by an endoscopic expert at three different upper GI-endoscopic procedures using a state-of-the-art Olympus flexible endoscope. Each of the three steps of the proposed framework is evaluated individually on these datasets. Sections VII-A-VII-C present a quantitative evaluation of the experiments for clustering uninformative frames (Section VII-A), defining PSES (Section VII-B) and classifying a new frame (Section VII-C). Further quantitative evaluation of the overall framework is presented is Section VII-D.
A. Clustering and Labelling Uninformative Frames
In these experiments, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the uninformative frame clustering by evaluating the agreement between the obtained clusters and a ground truth labelling. To this end, we compute the sensitivity 2 and positive prediction value (PPV) 3 of the uninformative frame labelling with respect to the parameters of the created EVMs.
Uninformative frames of each dataset are clustered independently on the created using the energy histogram similarity matrix as explained in Section IV. In the proposed workflow, the resultant clustering is presented to the endoscopic expert during postprocessing of the diagnostic dataset and clusters chosen by the expert are labelled as uninformative. The ground truth labelling of the uninformative frames is performed manually by the expert for all endoscopic videos. In order to avoid any subjective effect of such a supervision in the quantitative evaluation of the clustering, we define the ground truth label of a cluster as uninformative if it contains more than 50% uninformative frames. It is important to note that is automatic labelling of the clusters with 50% or more uninformative frames is performed for evaluation purposes only. In the clinical workflow, the endoscopic expert selects the uninformative clusters (not the frames).
2 Sensitivity is also known as recall. 3 Positive prediction value (PPV) also known as precision.
The proposed similarity yields well structured manifolds, where informative and uninformative frames are well separated as shown in Fig. 6(a) , (c), and (e). An example of the results with six clusters is illustrated in Fig. 6(b) and (f) .
For quantitative analysis, the sensitivity, PPV and F-measure quality measures of each clustering are evaluated over a varying number of clusters from 2 to 50. Given a clustering with , true positives; i.e., number of correctly labelled uninformative frames, false positives; i.e., number of incorrectly labelled informative frames and false negatives; i.e., number of uninformative frames labelled as informative, are estimated. Sensitivity, PPV and F-measure are computed as follows: (20) (21) (22) 1) Parameter Selection: In order to evaluate the effect of the EVM parameters on the accuracy of the uninformative frame clustering, all three measures are evaluated over a range of manifold nearest neighbors , manifold dimensions and number of histogram bins used in the energy histograms while changing the number of clusters from 2 to . Fig. 7 illustrates F-measures of uninformative frame labelling on EVMs created with all evaluated parameter values. The F-measure combines the PPV and sensitivity values of the labelling into one quality measure and takes values in . For the best sensitivity and PPV values of a labelling, F-measure equals to 1. The consistency of the high F-measure values is reflected in the flat F-measure surface-plots over a range of the parameter values for and demonstrates that there is not much influence of the particular choice of the parameter values of the proposed method. In regard to the number of histogram bins , the similarity measure becomes more sensitive as increases. As shown in Fig. 7(g ) and (i), 30 histogram bins result in near to optimum F-measure values for all three datasets.
Sensitivity-PPV plots of all clustering results computed on EVMs with dimensionality , , and are demonstrated in Fig. 8(a)-(c) . Similarly, the sensitivity-PPV values estimated from EVMs with , , and manifold nearest neighbors are shown in Fig. 8(d)-(f) . The large overlap of sensitivity-PPV curves estimated from EVMs with different dimensionality and different neighborhoods of the manifolds illustrates the robustness of the performed clustering on EVMs to the choice of these parameters and its stability for a large range of number of clusters . As each cluster will be interactively chosen to be informative or uninformative by the endoscopic expert, smaller number of clusters are desired in the clinical workflow. Fig. 8(g)-(i) demonstrates the effect of the number of histogram bins used in the energy histograms, where the chosen number of 30 bins leads to slightly improved sensitivity-PPV values. Finally, we also evaluate the threshold that is used for determining the ground truth informative/uninformative clusters. Fig. 8(g)-(i) shows that if the threshold is smaller than 50% the evaluation becomes more sensitive to the presence of the informative frames within a cluster but its PPV decreases as expected, whereas the contrary holds true for larger threshold values. In our quantitative evaluation, we chose the threshold as 50% that leads to a binary decision without any bias towards informative or uninformative clusters.
2) Comparison of Similarity Measures:
In these experiments we demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed energy histogram measure in comparison to a commonly used histogram distance measure; i.e., the Bhattacharyya distance. To this end, the F-measure of both distance measures is computed quantitatively for a range of manifold nearest neighbors and dimensionality while varying the number of clusters from 2 to 50 for the three datasets. For the same parameters, we also evaluate the Parzen windowing of the energy histograms in order to compare the naive discretization of the energy histogram (EH) to a more advanced estimation of the energy distribution (ED). By approximating the energy distributions with Parzen windowing, we use 30 samples (equal to the number of bins used in energy histograms), 100 samples and 448 samples (equal to the number of frequencies in the rotation-invariant energy histograms before discretization into 30 bins). Table I summarizes the performance of all four methods; i.e., cosine and Bhattacharyya distances on EH and ED, on the three datasets.
We have observed that the cosine measure used in in (15) separates the informative and uninformative frames better compared to the Bhattacharyya distance. Furthermore, energy histograms as defined in (14) lead to higher F-measures compared to smoother energy distributions. A possible explanation is that a simple discretization allows for a better discrimination of the energy differences in the high frequencies between informative and uninformative frames in comparison smoother energy distributions. Thus, the proposed measure combining the cosine similarity measure with the energy histograms leads to more accurate clustering of the uninformative frames in comparison to Bhattacharyya distances and energy distributions.
B. Defining Patient Specific Endoscopic Segments
After eliminating the uninformative frames of the endoscopic video, PSESs are defined by performing -means clustering on the EVMs created from the remaining informative frames as described in Section V. In the following experiments, the separation and compactness of the clusterings of PSESs performed on EVMs are evaluated for different parameter values and a comparison to original image representation and principal component analysis is presented.
1) Parameter Selection:
In this study, we consider the manifold dimensionality and the number of clusters to be two parameters of our method and evaluate their effect on the clustering accuracy in relation to each other. For a quantitative evaluation of the values of these two parameters, we compute the Davis-Bouldin index (DB-index) [53] for each clustering while varying the manifold dimensionality from 1 to 40 and the number of clusters from 2 to 40.
Given a clustering with clusters, first the within cluster distances ( ) are computed as (23) where denotes the center of cluster and denotes the number of elements in cluster .
indicates the compactness of the clusters (the smaller the , the more compact the clusters) and is evaluated in relation to the separability of the clusters which is measured by the between cluster distances (24) The DB-index is computed as (25) The DB-index is a commonly used evaluation criteria for clustering algorithms and measures the relation of the similarities (or equivalently distances) between clusters and within clusters. This measure is independent of the number of clusters analyzed and its value only depends on the appropriateness of the clustering, which is related to the actual number of clusters in the dataset [53] . Therefore, DB-index allows for the comparison of clusterings with different number of clusters. Smaller DB-indices are desired as they indicate low within cluster distances and high between cluster distances.
The DB-indexes for datasets 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Fig. 9(a) , (b), and (c), respectively. In agreement with the study in [52] , we observe a significant decrease in the DB-index when the number of clusters is equal or greater the manifold dimensionality, which is clearly reflected in the decrease at the diagonal of DB-index surface-plots in Fig. 9 . In the remaining of the experiments, we choose the number of clusters twice the manifold dimensionality:
. This assures a low DB-index and thus more compact and better separated clusters on the EVMs.
2) Comparison of Data Representations:
To demonstrate that the EVM representation favours the clustering for defining PSESs, we conduct experiments comparing clusterings in the original image representation, its principal components and EVM representations.
In order to evaluate the quality of the clustering, two criteria are measured. First, the compactness and separability (CS) measure of the clusters is measured based on the within-and between-cluster distances and second DB-index [eq. (25)] is evaluated to measure the separation between clusters. EVM clusterings are compared to -means clustering performed on the Note that this threshold is only used to automatically determine the uninformative clusters for evaluation purposes. This step will be replaced by the manual selection of an endoscopic expert in the actual workflow.
original images and on the linear manifold computed using principal component analysis (PCA). The six compared data representations will be referred as follows in the rest of the paper:
• ImSp: Original gray scale images (rescaled to 64 64 pixels resulting in 4096 dimensional data points),
• PCA: Linear manifold of the endoscopic data computed using PCA, where dimensionality is estimated using the method in [54] , • : Nonlinear manifold computed using Laplacian Eigenmaps with the standard Euclidean distance measure, • : Nonlinear manifold computed using Laplacian Eigenmaps with the NCC measure, • : Visual-temporal manifold computed using Laplacian Eigenmaps with the standard Euclidean distance measure including the temporal constraints, as described in Section III-C, • : Visual-temporal manifold computed using Laplacian Eigenmaps with the NCC measure including the temporal constraints as described in Section III-C. The CS-measure is defined as the ratio of the minimum to the average (26) Fig. 10(a), (c) , and (e) shows the evaluation of CS-measure for different number of clusters ranging from 5 to 50 for all six representations. For all three endoscopic datasets, clustering on EVMs lead to larger CS values indicating that with this representation clusters become more compact and better separated. A slight decrease in the CS-values is observed when the temporal constraints are included. This can be explained by the imposed temporal continuity of the vtEVMs. As temporally close frames are enforced to be neighbors on the manifold, even if they do not have a high visual similarity, this constraint leads to more continuous manifolds with smaller gaps between the clusters. Thus, clusters on vtEVMs are slightly less separated compared to the EVMs without temporal constraints.
Secondly, we evaluate the DB-index of each clustering [53] . Fig. 10(b), (d) , and (f) shows the evaluation of DB-index for different number of clusters ranging from 5 to 50 for , , , , original image and representations. Smaller DB-indexes of clusterings on EVMs demonstrate again that the proposed representation allows for more suitable clustering of the data for all three endoscopic datasets, whereas only slight improvement is observed by using the instead of the . Fig. 11(d) , (e), and (f) demonstrates sample frames from each cluster on the of all three datasets. As shown, each column, which corresponds to one cluster, contains similar endoscopic scenes with varying viewpoint conditions, whereas a significant visual difference between different classes can be observed. Outlier frames in clusters such as in 11th clusters in Fig. 11 (e) or fourth cluster in Fig. 11 (f) are observed due to some remaining uninformative frames and can be addressed by increasing the number of clusters on . However, due to the manual selection of the uninformative clusters by an endoscopic expert, increasing the number of clusters will also extend the time needed for this supervision and thus the trade-off should be considered.
The EVM representation respects the nonlinear pairwise relations between data points (frames) while mapping each data point into a low dimensional space. Thus, by construction visually different segments become more separated and more compact in this low dimensional EVM representation compared to the high dimensional initial data representation leading to a more efficient clustering as reflected in Fig. 10 .
C. Classifying New Frames
In this section, we provide experiments to evaluate the classification accuracy in relation to different numbers of PSESs and in comparison to different data representations. After defining the PSESs by clustering endoscopic frames on EVMs, classification of new frame into one of these defined PSESs is performed by a simple NN classifier as explained in Section VI. The accuracy of the classification step largely depends on the definition of the PSESs and thus on clustering of the diagnostic dataset. In order to evaluate the classification performance in relation to the clusterings, a leave-one-part-out (LOPO) validation is performed on each of the three training videos. To quantitatively evaluate the classification, each frame of an endoscopic video together with its assigned label (its corresponding PSES) is removed from the training dataset and is used as the new surveillance endoscopic frame. In order to prevent a bias caused by the use of one endoscopic dataset per experiment as much as possible, 40 consecutive frames (20 before and 20 after) are also removed from the training (diagnostic) and test (surveillance) datasets such that the consecutive frames of the test sample are not used in the experiments. This process is repearted sequentially for each frame of the endoscopic datasets. Using the NN classifier as explained in Section VI, one of the PSESs is associated to the new endoscopic frame.
The accuracy of the classification is computed as the ratio of correctly classified frames to all frames of the dataset, whereas the previously known PSES (cluster) of the test frame is used as ground-truth in the comparison. For quantitative evaluation, the LOPO validation is performed for different number of PSESs (clusters used in -means) ranging from 5 to 50. The classification accuracy with PSESs defined on all six representations are again compared. Fig. 12(a), (c) , and (e) shows the classification accuracy for all representations for different number of PSESs ranging from 5 to 50. Mean and standard deviation for classification accuracies over all number of clusters is shown in Fig. 12(b) , (d), and (f). For all datasets, classification on EVMs leads to higher accuracy compared to the original image and PCA representations. Due to its invariance to linear intensity changes, results in slightly more accurate classification as compared to the .
D. Overall Evaluation
In this final experiment, we perform a quantitative evaluation of the entire proposed framework. We illustrate that using the proposed three steps as combined in our clustering-classification framework yields the highest classification accuracy as compared to performing a direct clustering and classification on the endoscopic videos in the original image space. To this end, the labelled uninformative clusters and the PSESs are merged as explained in Section VI. Like in the classification experiments in Section VII-C, we perform a LOPO evaluation on the complete endoscopic dataset, this time also including the labelled uninformative frames into the training and the test datasets. The accuracy is computed using the PSESs and as well as the labelled uninformative clusters as classes. The comparison of the classification accuracy with number of PSES ranging from 5 to 50 for all three datasets is presented in Fig. 13(a) , (c), and (e). The mean and standard deviation of the classification accuracies over the number of PSES is shown in Fig. 13(b), (d) , and (f). For all datasets classification on EVMs leads to higher accuracy compared to the original image and PCA representations, whereas different EVMs yield comparable accuracies.
VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced a clustering-classification framework to support the retargeting of optical biopsy sites in surveillance endoscopic examinations. Our proposed scheme is based on defining segments of the diagnostic endoscopy in an offline processing step, and on the classification of new frames online during surveillance endoscopy. Offline processing consists of two steps clustering of the endoscopic videos; clustering of first informative/uninformative frames and then of endoscopic segments with different visual appearances. Our method involves supervision in order to allow the expert to select the informative frame clusters. This user interaction is required between the two clustering steps. Online classification is performed using a NN classifier in the introduced EVM representation. In terms of technical contributions, we investigated the effect of learning the underlying manifold of endoscopic video datasets induced by different notions of similarity on clustering and classification tasks. Taking advantage of the mathematical framework behind manifold learning, different representations of a dataset are created only by redefining the pairwise similarity measure. Each of these EVM representations highlights different aspects of the same dataset allowing for different groupings of the data using standard clustering techniques. Introducing EVMs allows us to address the task of clustering informative frames and endoscopic scenes within the same generic manifold learning framework. Furthermore, we presented a classification approach compatible with this low dimensional representation.
In our experiments, we demonstrated that the proposed EVM representation yields higher accuracy in clustering endoscopic segments as well as in classification of new frames compared to the original image representation and PCA. This improvement is due to the more compact and better separated representation of different clusters of the endoscopic video on the EVMs. In addition, having much lower dimensionality than the original image representation, EVMs provide a means to perform clustering and classification tasks in a more efficient manner. Each step of the proposed framework is evaluated individually on three patient datasets acquired during upper GI-endoscopic examinations. Quantitative analysis in comparison to the original image and PCA representations demonstrates the improved clustering and classification performances achieved on EVMs. We further investigated the effect of including temporal constraints into the EVM framework. All proposed EVM representations; i.e., , , and show comparable accuracy in our clustering and classification experiments. Further experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the entire proposed clustering-classification framework quantitatively in LOPO experiments.
Future work will direct towards evaluating the proposed framework on several endoscopic video sequences of the same patient acquired at different time instances. Such evaluation would provide the bridge between the encouraging results of the proposed clustering-classification framework, as presented in this work, and its application in the daily clinical routine of upper GI-endoscopic examinations to facilitate targeted optical biopsies.
